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The Krakow Ghetto and the Bais 
Yaakov Movement by Sara Schenirer:  

A Power Point Presentation 
Created by Chaya Faigie Jundef 

Zechor Yemos Olam: The Holocaust Division of Torah Umesorah 
Grade Level: Middle School-High School 

Description: 
“The Krakow Ghetto & Bais Yaakov”, is a riveting power point that traces the foundation of Bais 
Yaakov to its original birth by Sarah Schenirer in Krakow.   After portraying the rich life of frum 
Jews in the early 1900’s, it describes the sudden change brought by the Nazis “dragons”.   
Viewers are exposed to the tragic ordeals of Krakow ghetto inhabitants, and the ensuing 
deportations to death camps.  It highlights the spiritual heroism and strength of Bais Yaakov 
students, whose noble souls rose above the daily horrors.  The powerful conclusion of “rebirth” 
emphasizes the vibrant Bais Yaakov schools that currently flourish through Eretz Yisroel and 
America. The file is very large and will take time to download.  Detailed instructions on how to 
view and hear the power point are listed below. 

Goals/Objectives: 
Students will view the history of Jews in Krakow, Poland and the founding of the Bais Yaakov 
movement through Sara Schenirer. 
 
Instructions: 
To View the Power Point Presentation: 

1. Download the zip file which contains all the files in order to view and hear the 
PowerPoint Presentation. 

2. A box will appear: “Do you want to open or save this program?”  Select “save” and then 
choose the location and name where you want to store it. (It’s best to put it on desktop).  
Make sure that the bottom line says “compressed file”.   

3. It will take a few minutes to save.  When the download is completed, click on it.  A box 
will open that says “The Krakow Ghetto by CF Jundef.”   DON’T CLICK IT YET!  First 
look on the top left, where you will have 2 choices: “Organize” & “Extract all files”.  Select 
“Extract all files”.  

4. When it has completed extracting all files, click on “The Krakow Ghetto by CF Jundef.”  
A number of files will open (those are the music files).   Go closer to the bottom, until you 
see the ppt file (at the bottom). Click on it. 

5. It will offer you to “run”.  Click “run”.   A Microsoft Office Power Point Viewer will open. 
Click “The Krakow Ghetto1”.   

6. The power point will now open.  You should be able to see the pictures and hear 
music/narration.  There are 64 slides in total, and it all runs automatically. 





Background of Krakow

Krakow is one of the oldest 
cities in Poland. 

Jews lived there for 
almost 1,000 years.



Before WW II, there were over 
100,000 Jews living in Krakow.



Jewish Life
Their lives revolved around 
davening and learning.  
They had beautiful Shuls and 

Batei Midrashim.



The Krakow Jews were bright, talented, and hard 
working.  They studied, raised families, and 

improved the Poland economy through business. 



Krakow was also home to Sara Schenirer – founder of the  
Bais Yaakov movement  - and boasted many Bais Yaakov 

schools, including the first Bais Yaakov Seminary. 



The girls soaked up the teachings of their beloved teacher.  They created camps 
and Bnos groups.  Many of the students became teachers when they were 
only teenagers, and passed on the beauty of Yiddishkeit to the young girls.



According to legend, the city of Krakow was 
terrorized by a huge dragon.  

It was named for the brave Polish knight who 
slew the dragon and saved the city.



In 1939, the dragon returned in the guise of 
Nazi soldiers ….

and its victims were the Jews of Poland



German Invasion
On September 6, 1939, Krakow 
was captured by German troops. 
The city became the capital of 
the newly established General 
Government, led by Hans 
Frank.



Life changed drastically for the Jews….



Judenrat
In 1940, the Nazis established a Judenrat. It consisted of 
Jews appointed by the local commander of the SS police. 
The Judenrat was responsible for carrying out German 
instructions duly, exactly, and without delay. 

The Judenrat was headed by Symche Spira. Before the 
war he was a carpenter and an Orthodox Jew, who did not 

speak Polish or German fluently. He became the 
infamous collaborator of the SS and Gestapo.



The Germans instituted 
different laws to persecute 

the Jews.

ANTI-SEMITIC 
LEGISLATION



Religious
One of the first SS orders 
was to confiscate all 
valuables and historical 
artifacts from Krakow's 
synagogues.



From November 1939, all 
Jews aged 12 years or older 
were forced to wear 
armbands. 



SEGREGATION
Jews were forced to ride on 

separate buses and 
barred from the schools. 



Jewish homes and shops 
were looted. 

The best Jewish 
apartments were 
confiscated for 
German officers' and 
officials' families. 

PLUNDER



Slave Labor
Many young Jewish men 

were sent to forced labor 
camps in small towns 
and villages of the 
Krakow district.



Resettlement
In April 1940, General Hans Frank 

announced that Krakow should 
become the "cleanest" city in 

the General Government - that is, 
without the Jews. 

Therefore on May 18, 1940, the Nazis 
ordered the resettlement of a large part 
of the Jewish population. According to 

this order, only 15,000 working Jews 
were permitted to stay in the town.



By August 15, 1940, many Jews 
had been resettled from 

Krakow, mainly to towns and 
villages around the capital.

In autumn 1940, the next wave of 
resettlement occurred. More 
than 5,000 Krakow Jews were 
resettled to the Lublin district. 
Others tried to find new homes 
in the surroundings of Krakow. 
By the end of March 1941, 
around 41,000 Jews in total had 
been resettled.



GHETTO

On March 3, 1941 the Governor of the 
Krakow district, Dr. Otto Wächter, ordered 

the establishment of a ghetto in Krakow.



The ghetto was not set up in the historical Jewish quarter 
of Kazimierz but on Podgorze. All Jews who lived in 
Krakow had to move into the ghetto by March 20, 1941. 

Some decided to leave the city, others moved 
to Podgorze as ordered. Many Polish families also had to 
change their apartments and take over the empty Jewish 

houses in Kazimierz.



A Polish Witness
Remembered… 

"We travelled over the Vistula river like many other 
families. On one side of the bridge we came 
from Podgorze, on the other side the Jews came 
from Kazimierz. I remember the silence of this 
removal... The silence changed into mourning & sighs."



The ghetto territory covered an 
area of 20 hectares, and 
included 15 streets and 320 
houses with 3,167 rooms. 

A wall in the style of Jewish 
tombstones and a wooden fence 
surrounded the ghetto.



All windows and doors overlooking or leading to the "Aryan" side 
were closed with bricks.

4 guarded entrances were created: 
Podgorski Market

Limanowski Street
Lwowska Street

Zgoda Square.

The Jews were trapped like animals.



GHETTO LIFE

Conditions in the ghetto 
were terrible…..



Starvation
The German authorities rigorously 

rationed food, and they decreed that 
the ghetto Jews might survive on as 
little as 100 grams of bread per day 

and 200 grams of sugar per  month.

Starvation was rampant. 



Weather
The temperatures 
dipped very low during 
the winter. 

Jews would burn their 
furniture for fuel.

They searched through 
trash for wood or metal.



Humiliation
The Jews had to wear armbands 

with the Star of David.

They were subject to 
constant interrogation. 



Isolation

Soon the access of ghetto inhabitants to the 
rest of Krakow was restricted to an absolute 
minimum. Even windows looking outwards 

were bricked up.



Forced Labor
The rationale for letting Jews stay 

in Krakow was their 
contribution to the German war 

effort, so the ghetto residents 
had to work in German factories.

The workers were issued 
identity cards that provided 

some protection from 
persecution, for the time 

being.

The work also 
entitled them 
to food ration 

stamps. 



But, at any point, a ghetto worker 
could be taken outdoors for forced 

physical labor.



Jewish Reaction
Despite the horrors occurring on a 

daily basis, the Jews desperately 
wanted to survive, and tried to 

create a sense of normalcy.  

They continued to raise families, and created 
schools in the ghetto.  The children even 
developed a choir.



Hiding 

Many Jews built bunkers, where they hid for months 
or years….crammed together with limited food. They 
would sneak out at night to collect food and wood. 



Religion

The Nazis specifically targeted the frum Jews in 
all ghettos. 



But the Jews were determined 
to keep their Yiddishkeit.  They 
gathered secretly to learn, and 
refused to cut their beards.

They were not afraid of the 
Nazi Swastikas,

and displayed courageous 
defiance, even as they boarded the 

trains for deportation. 



Even in the darkest moments, they 
organized soup kitchens, gave tzedakah, 

and tried to help each other. 



Bais Yaakov
The spirit of Bais Yaakov girls shone during the ghetto 
ordeal. They carried packages of food to needy people, 

and tried to assist the elderly.   
They never forgot the teachings of their beloved mentor Sarah 
Schenirer, who instructed them to “Carry Me in Your Heart.”



Destruction of the Krakow 
Ghetto

Over the two years of its existence, several 
thousand residents of the Jewish ghetto in 

Krakow were either killed or died of 
hunger. Then the Nazis emptied Krakow's 

ghetto systematically in three waves.



Deportation # 1

On May 30, 1942 the ghetto 
dwellers without identity 
cards were rounded up, and 
4,000 of them were taken.

The columns of deportees 
were led to the Plaszow 
Railway Station from 
where the overcrowded 
trains departed to Belzec. 
Officially the people were 
told that they were going 
to the Ukraine to work.



Because the Judenrat 
didn't meet the 
German-set quota of 
deportees, SS storm 
troopers killed some 
600 Jews on the streets 
of the ghetto on June 4. 
By the end of June, the Nazis formally   

decreased the area of the Krakow ghetto.



People in the ghetto discussed the fate of their 
relatives and comrades. Many Jews believed that 

the deportees had arrived in the Ukraine, and 
were now living in good conditions due to false 

postcards that were sent. 



DEPORTATION # 2
On October 28, 1942, the biggest and cruelest deportation took place .  In 

front of the job centre, many children were taken away from their parents. 
Whole families of employees were selected, although everybody had 

assumed that these people were "privileged". Sick people and invalids were 
killed or deported. All children from the orphanage were shot near the 

town, together with their teachers who  voluntarily accompanied them. 



600 Jews were 
murdered outright and 
4,500 were shipped by 

train 
to the Belzec 

Concentration Camp



Deportation # 3
In December 1942, the ghetto was 

divided into two parts: 

Ghetto “B" for Non-WorkersGhetto “A" for Workers 



Ghetto “A”
On March 13, 1943, "Ghetto A" was 
liquidated, and all workers were sent 
to Plaszow.



Ghetto “B”

On March 14, the SS liquidated "Ghetto B". Many 
people were killed in courtyards or in the streets.

The last remaining Jews were deported in 
trucks to Auschwitz. 



After the liquidation of the 
ghetto and the looting of Jewish 
property, the houses were taken 
over by Polish families. Today, 
fragments of the former ghetto 
wall are still visible.

Liquidation
Columns of Jewish prisoners were 
led to the ghetto for the collection of 
Jewish property, left behind in the 
ghetto until December 1943. 



A memorial for the 
murdered Jews of the Krakow 

Ghetto was inaugurated 
on December 8, 2005.

ינקום דמם' ה



REBIRTH
And then, from the ashes, a miracle occurred….Jewish 

life sprung up again…



Chadorim & Yeshivos were established, and 
blossomed with Torah learning.   



In Krakow, the land where Sarah Schenirer planted her kernels for a 
new generation of Jewish women, there are no Bais Yaakov schools left 

today. 

But Sarah Schenirer’s life‘s work, a 
branch of the eternal Jewish tree of 

life, has been transplanted, wherever 
the surviving remnant of the 

Holocaust has been transplanted. 
Her Bais Yaakov movement lives.



More than 25,000 Jewish girls are 
enrolled in several hundred Bais 
Yaakov schools in Eretz Yisrael. 

The Central Bais Yaakov Seminary in 
Yerushalayim sustains the living 
heritage of the Krakow Seminary.



And in America, 
Bais Yaakov schools 
thrive in every city. 



Generations of girls learn, 
blossom, and graduate….



Living the dream of Sarah Schenirer.



Molded by those who had internalized the 
values of Sara Schenirer



Using beautiful and creative methods to inculcate our treasured values.



As Hashem promised: “כה יהיה זרעך"  Your children will be like the 
stars….Stars that multiply; each shining a unique light. 



Yiddishkeit is alive and vibrant.  

Shabbos is celebrated with joy and delight.

Each Yom Tov infuses the year with meaning. 





We can sing and dance….we 
can pass on the legacy of 

the Krakow Jews and our 6 
million brothers and 

sisters.

And one day, we will again dance the dance of true joy…

ליהודים היתה אורה ושמחה וששון ויקר



Created & Narrated by
Miss C.F. Jundef

Resources:
Witness to History
The World that Was

To Vanquish the Dragon
Hidden in Thunder

Carry Me in Your Heart
Years Wherein We Have Seen Evil

Torah Umesorah Materials
Shoah

Yad Vashem 
Washington Holocaust Museum

Hamodia Archives

Thank you:
Rabbi & Mrs. S. Jundef

Rebbetzin Ziemba & Mrs. Rabinowitz
Mrs. Zukerman & Mrs. Sampson

The English Staff of S.D.
Bobba Tress & Aunts

R. Jundef
Neuhaus & Ehrlich Families

H. Brodsky & M. Brill
The Kahn Kids

R. Willner, TL Miller, & Sarala Hochman


